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Abstract
The ZED camera is binocular vision system that can be used to provide a 3D perception of the world.
It can be applied in autonomous robot navigation, virtual reality, tracking, motion analysis and so on. This
paper proposes a mathematical error model for depth data estimated by the ZED camera with its several
resolutions of operation. For doing that, the ZED is attached to a Nvidia Jetson TK1 board providing an
embedded system that is used for processing raw data acquired by ZED from a 3D checkerboard. Corners
are extracted from the checkerboard using RGB data, and a 3D reconstruction is done for these points
using disparity data calculated from the ZED camera, coming up with a partially ordered, and regularly
distributed (in 3D space) point cloud of corners with given coordinates (xe , ye , ze ), which are computed by
the device software. These corners also have their ideal world (3D) positions (xi , yi , zi ) known with respect
to the coordinate frame origin that is empirically set in the pattern. Both given (computed) coordinates
from the camera’s data and known (ideal) coordinates of a corner can, thus, be compared for estimating the
error between the given and ideal point locations of the detected corner cloud. Subsequently, using a curve
fitting technique, we obtain the equations that model the RMS (Root Mean Square) error. This procedure
is repeated for several resolutions of the ZED sensor, and at several distances. Results showed its best
effectiveness with a maximum distance of approximately sixteen meters, in real time, which allows its use
in robotic or other online applications.
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Introduction

The human being acquires information about the location and other properties of objects within an environment
thanks to its powerful and sophisticated vision system. The perception of a third dimension (depth) occurs due
to the difference between images formed in the retinas of the left and right eyes. In the process of image
formation, the catches of each eye are not equal because they present a slight variation in the position of the
observed objects, attributed to the separation between the eyes. Artificial stereo vision systems are generally
inspired by the biological process to extract three-dimensional information from digital images, which can be
used to perform 3D reconstructions, tracking, and detection of objects.
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